Abstract: Within this contribution the optimization of the electric current flow control within a hybrid electric powertrain system and hence its power and energy management strategy is introduced. This contribution describes the control optimization . Power and energy management are methods applied to hybrid electric powertrain systems to be used in modern vehicles. Hereby the electric current flow within the powertrain, i.e. between its system components, is controlled regarding predefined control objectives such as the power or energy availability with respect to a load profile. In this contribution an online-applicable optimization method of the power and energy management strategy is introduced. Its realization contains a system identification algorithm capable of being implemented within online applications and, based on this, a suitable control optimization including a predictive approach. The control objectives to be optimized in this context are the energy consumption, the power availability, and deterioration aspects of the system and its components. The algorithm is demonstrated using the example of a fuel cell/supercap-based hybrid electric powertrain system. After a brief description of the system and operation details, the results of the identification process in relation to the real behavior as well as the optimization algorithm are presented. Applying typical driving cycles to this system it can be shown that a significant improvement of this approach compared with classical power and energy methods can be achived. The main scientific and practical question remains: what can be assumed about the future behavior of the workload (applied to the system) and how can the control be optimized for the unknown future behavior. Mathematically expressed: How exact the system behavior has to be identified (from the last measurements) in relation to the principally unknown character of the upcoming future load in relations to the different optimization goals.
INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the discussions concerning the greenhouse effect the development efforts to reduce the exhaust of carbon dioxide and thus the improvement of the efficiency of powertrain systems has been increased significantly in recent years. As a consequence the research related to electric and hybrid electric powertrain systems e.g. in automotive propulsion systems as well as for the reduction of fuel consumption has been increased as well. Aside from component sizing a central aspect within these applications is the control of the electric energy flow between the individual components of the powertrain system and thus the so called power and energy management. Previously research work show the principal relations and, resulting from this, their significant effects caused by the application of powerflow control (Özbek and Söffker, 2008) as well as the relations between work load, component sizing and the choice of the relating control parameters (Özbek, 2010 ). An overview about typical power and energy management methods and strategies is given in Murphey (2008) and Ottoson (2007) . In literature several aspects of the optimization of power and energy management methods are discussed as well. A typical optimization aspect herein is the minimization of the fuel consumption (Kim and Peng, 2007) for hybrid electric powertrains based on fuel cells or combustion engines. For the realization of an offline optimization the dynamic programming (Romaus et al., 2010) and genetic algorithms (Piccolo et al., 2001 ) are common methods. Online capable methods are typically based on the optimal control principle (Pérez and García, 2010; Moura et al., 2010) , model-based (Sciaretta and Guzzella, 2007) or rule-based (Hofman et al., 2007) approaches. InÖzbek and Söffker (2008) and Marx et al. (2010) it is shown by simulation and experimental results that the application of power and energy management strategies has, dependent on the parameter choice, a significant influence on central system properties as energy efficiency, vehicle drivability and component life time, which makes the application of optimization approaches evident. Experimental results of online-optimization approaches based on simplified assumptions are shown in Söffker et al. (2010) . In Marx and Söffker (2011) it is shown that the application of optimization loops with global optimization methods is a suitable method for offline-multicriteria optimization of the electric current flow control. Considering these aspects the implementation of methods based on model predictive control algorithms as e.g. described in Bordons et al. (2010) and Ripaccioli et al. (2010) appears to be a suitable combination of the methods described. The optimization methods described are typically based on given or known load profiles. For powertrain systems these load profiles are typically defined e.g. by driving cycles described by time dependent velocity trajectories. For unknown driving cycles typically prediction algorithms are applied. Aside from heuristic approaches (Wilde, 2009) typically online optimized strategies are applied to realize predictive supervisory control strategies. One promising prediction strategy in this context is based on the knowledge of former velocity trajectories to provide approximate information about the expected future load profile (Cassebaum and Bäker, 2011) . Using this approach and applying system information to identify the current powertrain state trajectory in this contribution a learning algorithm for the prediction of the load profile is applied. Therefor a method based on artificial neural networks (ANN) is used. Combined with this method an approach to optimize the power flow control is developed. This optimization algorithm is based on a modified modelpredictive controller (MPC) to be applied within this contribution the first time. Hereby using the integration of discrete-time dynamic models a control optimization is realized with respect to predefined system properties as the fuel efficiency, the drivability, and the component aging. The algorithm is demonstrated using the example of a fuel cell/supercap-based hybrid electric powertrain system; the relating results are presented.
IDENTIFICATION AND LOAD PROFILE PREDICTION
With the knowledge and identification of the load profile of the former time periods a prediction of the trajectory for the following time steps can be realized. Therefor an algorithm based on an artificial neural network (ANN) is applied. Hereby the information about the measured trajectory of inherent system states is applied to identify the velocity profile of the near past and thus a prediction for the expected load profile for the future time steps is realized. For this kind of prediction algorithms different paradigms of NN have been proposed in recent years. Among others, Radial Basis Function neural networks (RBF), Wavelet Neural Networks (WNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) satisfy the requirements. Each of these three NNs has its own advantages and disadvantages. Radial Basis Function neural networks have the capability to approximate nonlinear systems within the neighborhood of present data (Powell, 1987) and has a high prediction accuracy. Due to the typically huge amount of present data within the neighborhood, RBF require high memory effort. Moreover, RBF are usually utilized in combination with genetic algorithms which means that the computational work is enlarged. Recurrent Neural Networks are able to map any open dynamical system (Haykin, 1999) . Due to its structure, RNN do not need a high level memory, but otherwise, it is computationally expensive as it requires nonlocal communication for the training of the network (Ronald and Zipser, 1989) . Due to its advantages concerning memory requirement RNN has been chosen as the identifier in the module perception and interpretation here. The training of RNN can be realized by the usage of different learning algorithms like backpropagation (BP) through time, recurrent BP, dynamic BP, real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) etc. (Tommy and Fang, 1998) . Due to the fact that the synaptic weights of the fully connected recurrent network can be adjusted with RTRL in real time (Haykin, 1999) , RTRL has been selected as the learning algorithm which can make the realization the online identification achievable. In order to improve the identification and prediction abilities, dynamic recurrent neural networks (DRNN) based on the RNN with RTRL, is applied for multi-step-ahead prediction (Parlos et al., 2000) . In this contribution, the detailed algorithm and the application examples will be demonstrated in discrete time, because the same learning strategy of DRNN can be applied to continuous systems after discretization as discrete systems. The layout of DRNN is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
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The network applied consists of three layers: an input layer, a nonlinear hidden layer, and a linear output layer (Parlos et al., 2000) . The input vector of the neural network is defined aŝ
The recursive relation between the input vector and the prediction vector of DRNN iŝ
whereû(·) andŷ(·) denote the estimated system inputs and outputs, k is the current time step, and p the multistep prediction horizon, n and m are the number of the past steps including the influences of the system inputs and outputs. The p-step-ahead predictor is proposed in vector form as
where z(k + p) denotes the state vector, F (·) a squashing function, W ij the weighting matrices between the i th and j th layer, and b j are the bias vector of the j th layer. For the learning algorithm of DRNN, a gradient descent procedure is applied to compute weight changes Parlos et al. (2000) by
where η is the learning rate, w s a possibly moving window for the prediction horizon, t is the first time step of the moving window, and E(k) is the error given by
with the output vector of the real system y(k). A more detailed description can be found in Parlos et al. (2000) .
CONTROL OPTIMIZATION
The control optimization of the powertrain system applied within this contribution is based on a modelpredictive controller (MPC). Hereby an optimization-based feedback control over a moving prediction horizon N is applied for a discrete-time nonlinear system defined by
From this a trajectory of control inputs u(k), k = 0, . . . , N − 1 is determined with respect to a predefined control objective. For the determinination of the control objective the performance of the dynamic system is regarded and evaluated by the usage of a weighted sum of performance parameters P i denoting different system performance aspects so that for each time step n for the controller the minimization problem
has to be solved. Finally an optimal input trajectory u * is determined. A more detailed description and algorithms for the realization of nonlinear model predictive controllers can be found e.g. in Grüne and Pannek (2011) .
FUEL CELL/SUPERCAP-BASED HYBRID ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN SYSTEM
The system considered in the context of this contribution is a hybrid electric powertrain system supplied by a fuel cell system and a supercap package. Two electric motors, i.e. a drive motor and a load motor are connected to the system. The system is realized as a HiL test rig as shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Fuel cell/supercap-based hybrid HiL test bed
The motors are mechanically coupled via a common axle. The load motor is connected to an external grid. It is capable to apply external forces as they typically occur e.g. on a vehicle caused by air and roll resistance as well as braking maneuvers. The drive motor which is supplied by the powertrain components is also capable to be operated in four-quadrant operation and thus it is possible to investigate regenerative braking operation if operated together with the load motor. The system components are arranged in a ,,Range Extender" topology. Hereby the supercap package, the motors, and the fuel cell system in combination with the DC/DC converter are connected to the system bus. The power flow control and thus the power and energy management is realized by a controller system as shown in fig. 3 . For the considerations discussed within the following sections dynamic models of the system components are applied. The dynamic behavior of the system containing the two motors is described by a nonlinear discrete-time Hammerstein system. Hereby the input u mot of the system contains the control signals s d , s l of the drive motor and the load motor. The state vector is built up by the motor current i mot and the motor speed n mot . Hence, the resulting dynamic behavior of the system is described by the relation
with
Additionally a linear discrete-time state space model for the supercap dynamics and a model of the nonlinear dynamics of the DC/DC converter is applied dependent on its control input s DCDC . A detailed description of these components is shown inÖzbek and Söffker (2008) and Marx and Söffker (2011) . For the modeling of fuel consumption of the fuel cell systeṁ
typical relations within a fuel cell system (e.g. dynamics of fuel cell stack, manifold system etc.) as described e.g. in Pukrushpan et al. (2004) , are included. In this context the typical relations between fuel cell power and efficiency as shown in fig. 4 are of specific interest. The measured signal inputs of the DC/DC converter s DC,DC , the drive motor s D , and the load motor s L during the cycle have been used as inputs of the models. The resulting outputs of the system model containing the motor speed n mot , the motor current i mot and the bus voltage U Bus have been compared to the measured data.
As it can be seen in fig. 6 a good coincidence between simulation and measured signals of the system is observed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the evaluation of the optimization methods described three system properties are investigated and quantitatively To determine the fuel efficiency of the system the hydrogen consumption of the fuel cell system and the discharge of the supercap system are regarded as
with the weighting parameters λ 1 and λ 2 , the volume flow of hydrogenV Hydrogen , and the supercap voltage U SC which is directly related to its state of charge (SOC). For the evaluation of the drivability of the powertrain system its capability to fulfill a predefined load profile (in this contribution defined by a driving cycle) is applied. The relating performance parameter is determined using the integral absolute error between desired velocity v des and the measured velocity v meas as
For the evaluation of the system component lifetime the simplified assumption that some aspects of the fuel cell deterioration are caused by high frequent changing of its electric power is applied. For this reason the highpassfiltered trajectory of the fuel cell power is applied to evaluate the component aging behavior of the powertrain system as P aging = g 3 (P F C,f ilt (t)).
For the parameters of eqs.(11 -13) smaller values of the parameters refer to a better system performance.
The prediction algorithm and, based upon this, the optimazation algorithm is applied to the second stage of the US06 driving cycle as illustrated in fig. 7 . For the application the driving cycle is modified so that its maximal velocity fits to the maximal rotational speed of the electric motors. For the training of the prediction algorithm the load profile is repeated several times. Dependent on the number of past information of the velocity a prediction trajectory is determined. Examples of typical prediction trajectories are illustrated in fig. 8 .
The performance of the prediction depends on the number of former load profile information. The integral prediction It can be stated that applying this method the performance of the system can be improved despite of the uncertainties of the prediction. Dependend on the prediction horizon the total performance can be improved significantly. On the other hand the additional computational effort for the larger prediction horizon has to be considered as well. In fig. 12 the effect of the controllers on the individual performance parameters is shown. Here, for each parameter a smaller radius denotes a better result. The better performances of MPC250 (fuel efficiency) and MPC150 (drivability) compared to the dynamic programming solution are caused by the fact that the MPC-based optimization is conducted for a local time interval, dependent on the local prediction horizon, which can differ from the dynamic programming solution, which is conducted with respect to the complete time interval.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this contribution a new online algorithm for a load profile prediction and optimization of the control trajectory with respect to some system properties is introduced. Hereby am ANN-based prediction is combined with an optimization based on a modelpredictive controller. It becomes clear that using these methods significant improvements of the system performance can be achieved, which are located in vicinity of the optimal solution. Dependend on the prediction information of the load profile the weighting parameters can be adapted online to improve the entire performance. Further steps are the application to other driving cycles and thus the analysis of the dependency with respect to the load profile dynamics. Additionally the training of the prediction algorithm can be applied for more uncertain system descriptions. An important task to be realized in this context will be the implementation of the algorithm into the introduced real system. Hereby the computing power for the prediction and optimization has a significant influence on the performance of the system especially if applied for load profiles with a short sampling time. Finally the influence of stochastically occuring disturbances on the system have to be investigated and relating system properties concerning stability and robustness have to be analyzed in detail.
